Tuesday, January 31, 5.30 p.m.

Erich Landsteiner (University of Vienna)
Commodity Chain and Labor Relations in Iron and Steel Production of the Innerberg District (Upper Austria/Styria) in the Early Modern Period

Tuesday, February 28, 5.30 p.m.

Donald Filtzer (University of East London)
Labor on the Soviet Home Front during World War II

Tuesday, March 7, 5.30 p.m.

Thomas Lindenberger (Center for Contemporary History, Potsdam, and University of Potsdam)
Fordism in Half a Country: Power, Society and Industrial Labor in the GDR

Tuesday, March 14, 5.30 p.m.

Eloisa Betti (University of Bologna)
Precarious Work and Gender in the History of Capitalism: Complicating Narratives of Fordism and Post-Fordism

Tuesday, March 21, 5.30 p.m.

Graham Murdock (Loughborough University)
The Transformation of Cultural Labor

The lecture series is organized by the Labor History Initiative of the Department of History and connected to the MA course "European Labor History in Global Context from the 18th Century to the Present." Financial support is provided by a grant from the CEU Humanities Initiative "Laboring Lives: The Experience of Work in Eastern Europe."